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What is Advanced TRS?

WHAT ARE THE INGREDIENTS?

There are only two ingredients in TRS: (a) nano-zeolites 
and (b) purified water.  Nano size means less than 100 
nanometers in size.

IS IT SAFE?
 

It is safe for newborns to the elder-
ly, including pregnant and nursing 
moms. 
 
TRS is classified as a mineral water, 
and given a “GRAS” (Generally
Recognized As Safe) status by the 
FDA. It has a Certificate of Analysis 
and has been tested by both the 
manufacturer as well as an
independent laboratory.  Both
analysis panalysis proves that there is no 
heavy metals present in the TRS. 
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TRS is short for “Advanced Toxin and
Contaminants Removal System.  It is a zeolite
product manufactured by Coseva, a company
based in Utah,  USA.  This proprietary clinoptilolite
zeolite formula grabs toxins and contaminants
in your body and transports them out of the
body mainly thbody mainly through urine, and other
elimination pathways such as bowel movement,
and skin.  It is lab grown to guarantee its purity
as compared to most mined zeolites which may
have metal contamination.
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How much Zeolites are there per bottle?

There is one cubic centimeter of
zeolites per bottle - the maximum
amount that can be in the water
without it settling out. Each bottle
has 28ml (approximately 140 sprays).
The siThe size of the nano zeolites averages 0.9 nanometers and 
there is an estimated surface area of 4.8 million square feet 
per bottle that is capable of removing heavy metals and 
other toxins.  

Contaminants with a positive charge and that
includes heavy metals.

Aluminum, arsenic, barium, bromide, chlorine, fluoride
gadolinium, lead, mercury, strontium, and uranium.

Plastic residues.

Carcinogens from smoking.

Aflatoxins from molds and yeasts.

Any radioactive material in the body such as cesium.

Pesticides, herbicides, including glyphosate & atrazine.

What will TRS remove?
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO TAKE IT? BEFORE/AFTER MEALS? 
A: The best time differs from person to person.  Some takes it 
in the morning since it makes them active and gives them full 
of energy.  Others take it at night time because it makes 
them sleepy.  Try with one spray to check how your body 
works.  It can be taken with meals or empty stomach.  

Q: CAN I Q: CAN I TAKE IT WITH OTHER SUPPLEMENTS? 
A: Most supplements, charcoal and homeopathic remedies 
are fine to take with TRS.  Things with a positive charge like 
lithium or colloidal silver, you need to space them 6 hours 
apart. 

Q: I AM TAKING MEDICATION, IS IT OK TO CONTINUE? 
A: As long as the medicA: As long as the medication does not contain metals as an 
ACTIVE ingredient, then you can take it at the same time.  If it 
does, then you would need to space out TRS by 6 hours.  
 
Common examples of medication with metals are
Chemotherapy and antibiotics containing fluoroquinolones 
(Cipro, Factive, Levaquin, Avelox, Noroxin, Floxin).
  
Q: IS THERE ANY OTHER WAY TO ADMINISTER IT THAN SPRAY?
A: You can use a dropper.  Each spray is equivalent to 4 
drops.  Alternatively, you can also add it in water, juice or 
food (not boiling temperature).
 
Q: IS THERE ANYBODY WHO SHOULD NOT BE TAKING TRS?
ANY ANY CONTRAINDICATION?
A: The only contraindication to using TRS is total kidney
failure.  TRS does NOT tax the kidneys but the zeolites do
require a route of elimination.   For kidney patients on
dialysis, please let your healthcadialysis, please let your healthcare provider know that you 
are using a zeolite product as the zeolites might affect the 
membranes of the dialysis machine so that they can monitor 
the machine and make sure it is filtering properly.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: WHAT DOES IT TASTE LIKE?
A: It is odorless and tasteless like water.
 
Q: MY BODY IS TOO WEAK, CAN I START AT A LOWER USAGE RATE 
THAN THE SUGGESTED ONE?
A: Absolutely, you can do half spA: Absolutely, you can do half spray by pouring half of the 
contents into a clean empty bottle.  Add distilled water equal 
to the TRS amount you poured.  Now, one spray is
considered half spray.  The same technique applies with ¼ 
spray.  You can also use a dropper.  One spray is equivalent 
to four drops.

Q: WHAT ABOUT AMALGAMS OR IMPLANTS? 
A: Because TRS is a passiA: Because TRS is a passive chelator, it does not affect any 
implants in the body. It will, however, remove toxins or
residues that the amalgams and implants can release.

Q: DO I NEED TO REMOVE AMALGAMS BEFORE USING TRS? 
A: No. It doesn’t pull any metals INTO your body. It only
ccollects excess toxins already IN your body. If you have an 
amalgam that is “leaking” then TRS will detox that excess 
mercury.

Q: IS THERE A SPECIFIC DIET REQUIRED?
A: You do not have to be on a strict diet but we do ask
everyone to try and eat a well balanced meal.  The best 
advice is to limit your toxin exposure to the best of your
ability.ability.

Q: DOES TRS REMOVE MINERALS? 
A: No. When you take/eat minerals and your body needs 
them, your body converts those to salts which are then 
used immediately. Excess minerals are NOT converted to 
salts and TRS removes those.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: WHAT ABOUT SIDE EFFECTS/ DETOX SYMPTOMS? 
A: TRS do nA: TRS do not have side effects.  It chelates so very gently 
that it will not hurt the liver or kidney.   As toxins and metals 
leave, parasites and viruses, among other things, are re-
leased once their shields, biofilms are removed/broken 
down.  With these, some individuals may experience detox 
symptoms.  In those cases, gentle “mopping up” may be 
needed such as Epsom salt baths, activated charcoal, coffee 
enemas, fibeenemas, fiber, dry brushing, vitamin c, castor oil packs, etc.
 
Q: HOW LONG DO WE USE IT? 
A: It is suggested to use TRS for a minimum of 6 months to 
see significant improvements.  Some families see results very 
quickly, in days or weeks. Some report the biggest gains 
show up after the 6 months mark.  As symptoms alleviate, 
some families choose to continue using TRS long term at the 
daily usage rate or at a lower usage rates as TRS does detox 
a wide variety of inevitable toxins like air pollutants and
pesticides. pesticides. 

Q: IS THERE AN EXPIRATION?
A: Zeolites are essentially crystals,
they don’t “go bad”.  However, the
water would not be as “fresh”
anymore and that would be
about five years of shelf life -
which is the same as bwhich is the same as bottled 
water. 

Q: HOW BEST TO STORE THE BOTTLE? 
A: Ideally, Advanced TRS should be kept at room tempera-
ture of 50-80 F.  The zeolites will only be affected if the tem-
perature goes above boiling point (212 F or 100 C).  
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: WHAT CHANGES CAN BE EXPECTED?
A:   ADULTS:
For adults, improved energy levels, concentration and 
memory, healthier hair, nails and skin and more restful sleep 
are common reported results of using TRS.
• Some have also reported parasites, yeast and fungal
ininfections clearing up as a result of heavy metals being
removed from the body.
A:   CHILDREN:
• Some families report no noticeable changes initially.
• Others notice better sleep and comment that they seem to 
be in better spirits and have more regular and frequent 
bowel movements as their gut health clears up.
• Speech explosions in child• Speech explosions in children and improved appetites are 
also commonly reported.
• Some parents report more crying, tantrums, whining or a 
runny nose during the first few days of starting TRS.
• It is believed that this is due to the brain “waking up” and 
the release of negative emotions. Heavy metals trap
negnegative emotions so when heavy metals leave the body, 
those trapped emotions do as well.
• If your child is displaying a lot of undesirable behaviors 
after starting TRS, you might like to consider reducing the 
usage rate and then increasing it slowly again.

Q: WILL IT TAX THE KIDNEY SINCE ITS MAIN ELIMINATION IS VIA 
URINE?
A: TRS A: TRS zeolites are biologically inert. The kidneys don’t even 
“see” them as they pass thru carrying their load of toxic 
trash out of your body.

TRS is incTRS is incredibly fast-acting and is completely removed from 
the blood in 6-8 hours.  It carries with it the trapped toxins 
and heavy metals as it exits the body.  TRS is so small that 
the kidneys don’t have to filter them; that’s how gentle this 
method of detoxing is.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: WHAT DOES “BIOLOGICALLY INERT” MEANS? 
A: Other chelA: Other chelators are biologically active which is why they 
are so hard on the body. TRS only takes the heavy metals 
that are released into your body. It doesn’t actively “pull” 
metals out of your system like other chelators.  Zeolites are 
negatively charged and 99% of toxins are positively 
charged. TRS zeolites are super tiny (nano sized) and
encased in encased in water. When it finds toxins, it creates a tight bond 
and then carries them out through natural elimination. You 
can think of it like a strong magnet.

Q: IS IT ABLE TO PASS THROUGH
THE BLOOD BRAIN BARRIER?
WHAT ABOUT THE RISK OF
REDISTRIBUTION?

A: TRS’ nano A: TRS’ nano zeolites are
encased in water, TRS can go
where no other detox agent has been able to go before,
including crossing the BBB (blood brain barrier).
 
• • Zeolites have a high negative charge, they have a strong 
affinity for positively charged toxins. Think of these na-
no-zeolites as hundreds of thousands of tiny toxin magnets 
encased in water. These toxin magnets attract heavy 
metals, pesticides and any other toxin that has a positive 
charge.
 
• Once toxins are stuck onto the cage-like structure of TRS’ 
zeolite magnets, they have ZERO chance of breaking loose. 
The only thing that degrades a zeolite molecule is volcanic 
conditions and/or industrial micronization. 
 
• Also, TRS is fully 100% excreted from the body within 6-8 
hours. 
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Instructions for Use

You have the liberty to decide how many, how often, how 
long, based on your own needs. There's no rigid schedule, 
and what works for one might not work for someone else.

EEvery spray works with TRS, and it is out of the body in 6-8 
hours.  Some people want to keep spraying throughout the 
day, some need to wait and let the body clean up, some 
even skip a day or two, if symptoms get more than mild. If 
you need a break, it's perfectly fine to just wait and let the 
symptoms calm down. They might resurface before they 
clear, or they might not.  But it doesn't hurt to alter how 
you'you're spraying, to find what works.

Dosage

The daily usage rate is 5 sprays per day - 2 in the morning 
and 3 at night. It is also fine to do more than 5 sprays if
desired.  Most parents start their kids with 1 spray just 
before bed or with the daily usage rate and monitor
symptoms and behavior and increase or decrease as 
needed.  This following is an example schedule some families 
have followed:
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Instructions for Use (continued)

0-6 Months          6-12 Months        1-2 Years Old         2+ Years Old

YOUNGER THAN 2 YEARS:
• 0-6 months:    1/2 spray a day
• 6-12 months:  1 spray a day
• 1-2 year:          Start with 1 spray and can be increased to as
                               many sprays the parent is comfortable with.

2+ YEARS OLD:
• 1st • 1st week:      1 spray nightly
• 2nd week:    2 sprays daily (1 in the morning, 1 at night)
• 3rd week:     5 sprays daily (2 in the morning, 3 at night)

• For babies with known heavy metals toxicity and acute
   symptoms,  consider increasing sprays as tolerated and
   as comfortable.

• 2 years and above: consider starting with 1 spray and
   inc   increasing to  5 sprays as comfortable.  Usage rates for
   adults is the same as for kids 2 years and above.

• Parents are encouraged to start TRS earlier or together
   with their children to experience the benefits of TRS for
   themselves.

• Remember, it’s more important to wait about six hours 
   between servings to maximize the effectiveness per
   serving.   serving.
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Tips to Ease Detox Symptoms

Detox symptoms may not happen to everyone.  Dr. Hold-
ford says that 95% of people don't feel any different during 
the detox because it is so gentle.  Always stay hydrated, 
get plenty of sleep and support your body when needed.  
Go slow on your introduction to TRS, and increase as
tolerated to the full usage of 5 sprays a day.

It is important to understand where detox symptoms come 
from.  They are not from TRS and the metals and toxins
leaving the body but from the die off of yeast and parasites 
who were dependent on those metals/toxins.

POSSIBLE DETOX SYMPTOMS
1.     Foul/metallic-like smell
        bowel movements
2.     Headaches
3.     Tiredness-sleep
4.     Extra Urination
5.     5.     Temporary Rash
6.     Anxiety-emotional
7.     Extra-sweaty
8.     Sinus drainage
9.     Achy joints-inflammation
        going away
10.   Cold-like symptoms
11.   Fingers tingly11.   Fingers tingly
12.   Passing parasites, 
        candida
13.   Anxiety, hyperactivity,
        sleeplessness
14.   Constipation
15.   Possible retracing of
        old beh        old behaviors

TIPS TO EASE DETOX SYMPTOMS
1.     Drink plenty of water
2.     Exercise/stay active
3.     Sunshine
4.     Plenty of rest/sleep
5.     Clean and healthy diet
6.     6.     Regular bowel movement
7.     Epsom Salt Baths
8.     Dry brushing
9.     Essential oils
10.   Daily vitamin c
11.   Liver support supplements
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REFERENCES:

TRS IN A COLLOIDAL SUSPENSION
• https://shield237.zt1.com/wcegmem/coseva/coseva_ADVANCED_TRS_IN_COLLOIDAL_SUSPENSION.pdf

ADVANCED TRS FAQs 
• https://shield237.zt1.com/wcegmem/coseva/coseva_CSV_FAQS_R1_01.pdf

ADVANCED TRS PRODUCT INFO 

• https://shield237.zt1.com/wcegmem/coseva/coseva_AdvancedTRS-whitesheet-v2.pdf• https://shield237.zt1.com/wcegmem/coseva/coseva_AdvancedTRS-whitesheet-v2.pdf

• https://shield237.zt1.com/wcegmem/coseva/coseva_ADVANCED_TRS_PRODUCT_GUIDE.pdf

WHITE PAPER BY COSEVA
• https://shield237.zt1.com/wcegmem/coseva/coseva_Advanced+TRS+White+Paper+20150105.pdf

WHITE PAPER SUMMARY
• https://coseva.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/AdvancedTRSWhitePaperSUMMARYFinal20141031.pdf
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